
HIGHEST
CHALLENGE RISK REWARD* *
It’s Fast, It’s Fun, It’s Back! Do You Bongo?

Bongo BoardTM is the hottest balance training product on the
market! Develop great performance enhancing skills with this super
challenging board. Perfect for skiers, surfers, and all other
boarders. Even serious athletes love the reaction skills and tricks
they can master on the original Bongo Board.

Bongo Board Benefits:

• Body Awareness • Visual Challenge
• Skill Progression • Coordination
• Enhanced Stability • Core Strength

Bongo Boards are not for the timid – serious concentration is
required! We strongly suggest that you follow the Bongo Board
Safety and Skills Guide closely and use a spotter while learning
how to use this product. Falls may occur. Includes; 31"
skateboard deck with dual-bearing roller.

Printed in Canada.

Suitable for Advanced Level Users
Warning - Falls Should Be Expected

Fitter International Inc. 3050 - 2600 Portland St. SE Calgary, AB Canada T2G 4M6 p. 403.243.6830 www.fitter1.comU.S Patent No. 5,190,506

Read This Before Use!

Before Use - Remember to Wipe Down Wheel Assembly

1. To install the roller assembly, lift the elastic retention cord and
insert the roller between the undercarriage of the deck and cord.
The cord should then lay over the silver axle. Proper placement
between the roller and the board will allow the roller to track freely
while being held to the deck by the cord.

2. To help prevent injuries, we suggest that a bicycle or skate helmet
be worn, along with wrist, elbow and knee guards.

3. A spotter is strongly recommended to help you keep your balance
when starting out on your Bongo Board. A spotter can assist while
you get a feel for the quickness and maneuverability of the board. If
a spotter in unavailable use a handrail or wall to steady yourself.

4. Start out on carpet as the Bongo Board will roll much slower and
you will have a softerlanding should you happen to fall.

To Begin

• Position the roller at one end of the board against the
bumper. Next place one foot on the opposite (downhill) side
of the board, just inside of the kicktail. Your foot should be
directly above the bumper which is on the underside of the
board. The opposite end of the board should not lift up.

• Place your second foot at the other end of the board just
inside the kicktail. Bend your knees, keep your head up and
gradually shift your trunk until you find your center of gravity above
the roller. The board will lift as you center yourself above the roller.

• Adjust your posture; relax your ankles, bend your knees, and look
ahead. Your hands should be kept in front of your body, palms down.

• By aligning your belly button over the roller, and keeping the board
as parallel to the ground as possible, you will soon master the basics
of the Bongo Board.

• Your goal is to maintain control and balance while learning to
gently rock back and forth in a smooth fashion on your Bongo
Board.

Keep Shoulders Straight

Try Different Techniques Incorporate into workouts

Try Different Tricks Always Stay Alert and Keep
Your Head Up
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by fitterfirst®

It’s Fast. It’s Fun. It’s Back! 

Do You Bongo?

by fitterfirst®

The Board Doesn’t Roll,

It Totally Rocks!
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Welcome to the Bongo Board Team! Fitterfirst, the leader in FUNctional balance training
products, is proud to offer the Bongo Board as one of our unique balance and skill building
products. The Bongo Board has seen a re-emergence since the 60's, offering the same old spirit
of fun while improving balance, agility and coordination skills for the sports and fitness enthusiast
everywhere. The Bongo Board is a quick, maneuverable balance-training device, unlike anything
you may have tried before. The innovative safely bumpers and retention cord have been added to
this Bongo Board to improve its function and safety.

Warning: Falls should be expected when learning and using this product. To ensure your
personal safety, please read and follow the instructions before using your bongo board.

1. To install the roller assembly, lift the elastic retention cord
and insert the roller between the undercarriage of the deck
and cord. The cord should then lay over the silver axle.
Proper placement between the roller and the board will
allow the roller to track freely while being held to the deck
by the cord.

2. To help prevent injuries, we suggest that a bicycle or skate
helmet be worn, along with wrist, elbow and knee guards.

3. A spotter is strongly recommended to help you keep your balance when starting out on your
Bongo Board. A spotter can assist while you get a feel for the quickness and maneuverability
of the board. If a spotter in unavailable use a handrail or wall to steady yourself.

4. Start out on carpet as the Bongo Board will roll much slower and you will have a softer
landing should you happen to fall.

5. To Begin
• Position the roller at one end of the board against the

bumper. Next place one foot on the opposite (downhill) side
of the board, just inside of the kicktail. Your foot should be
directly above the bumper which is on the underside of the
board. The opposite end of the board should not lift up.

• Place your second foot at the other end of the board just
inside the kicktail. Bend your knees, keep your head up and
gradually shift your trunk until you find your center of gravity above
the roller. The board will lift as you center yourself above the roller.

• Adjust your posture; relax your ankles, bend your knees, and look
ahead, your hands should be in front of your body, palms down.

• By aligning your belly button over the roller, and keeping the board
as parallel to the ground as possible, you will soon master the
basics of the Bongo Board.

• Your goal is to maintain control and balance while learning to
gently rock back and forth in a smooth fashion on your Bongo
Board.

Welcome to the BoarDRocK Team! You have now joined the thousands of other well-balanced
people usingFitterfirstproducts to increase their physical and mental health. The BoarDRocK
that you have purchased is an excellent choice in FUNctional training for improved athletic
performance, greater confidence and faster rehabilitation. Your BoarDRocK is completely
assembled and ready to go. You can do any spinning or flipping trick on a BoarDRocK that you
can do on a skateboard, and maybe even a few tricks that no-one has ever thought of before.
Your imagination is the only limit!

History and Benefits of the BoarDRocK

The skateboard has been around for decades and has been enjoyed by enthusiasts from around
the world. With a few adaptations to the traditional skateboard…the BoarDRocK was born.
Whether you’re an expert skater who wants to practice when its snowing outside, or a
rehabilitation patient who wants to regain your mobility, the BoarDRocK is just the tool for the job!

The BoarDRocK is not just a blast to play with, regular use has huge health benefits. It will
improve your core stability and reflexes that act upon the body’s sense of balance, allowing for
proper distribution of weight. Your balance and coordination skills will continue to develop each
time you jump on your BoarDRocK. You’ll be surprised to see the improvements carry over into
your other sports or daily activities, since balance and coordination are essential components to
virtually every physical activity. 

The BoarDRocK is a fundamental tool used by both rehabilitation specialists and fitness
professionals from around the world to help their clients and patients develop functional balance.
No matter what your sport of choice is, or what your level of fitness, you will find an endless array
of new challenges on your BoarDRocK, so that you too can "FUNctionalize your exercise!".

Warning: Falls should be expected when learning and using this product. To ensure your
personal safety, please read and follow the instructions before using your bongo board.



The Bongo Board
What is it?
The Bongo Board is the hottest balance training device on the market.
It offers a great fitness workout and is fun and challenging. The Bongo
develops balance and coordination skills essential to almost all sports
and activities by toning the muscles used to maintain balance and
stability, and by teaching the proper distribution of body weight to
achieve constant equilibrium. 

Who is it for? 
Skiers, snowboarders, in-line skaters, skateboarders, surfers, gymnasts, football players, golfers
and anyone who participates in an active lifestyle can all benefit greatly by using the Bongo
Board. The Bongo Board is a blast to ride, and takes only a small area either indoors or out. It’s a
patented design that includes a skate-style deck, independently rotating barrel roller, and an
elastic retention cord. From basic moves to advanced tricks, the Bongo Board will challenge and
improve your skills, resulting in better performance and agility in your fitness goals.

What can I do with it?
While your own creativity sets the limit, here are a few tips and maneuvers to get you started.
They range from basic to advanced, and there are many variations which can be made off these
moves. Remember, this board is very quick and maneuverable. Always start out using a spotter
or support of some sort (ie. railings, sofa, etc.) until you become accustomed to the movement of
the board. Give yourself plenty of open space to move in. Also note that the harder the riding
surface, the faster the board moves.

Basic Stance
Place each foot approximately 4" in from the kicktails. Keep your knees bent slightly and stay
limber, with your upper body straight. Shift your body weight gradually to one side to move the
board. Avoid drastic weight shifts. The leg closest to the roller will always need to be bent more
to stay balanced. Move the board from one end to the other and try holding position briefly at
each end before moving back. Keep at it until you have good command of the motion of the
board. This will be the building block for all the other maneuvers. Each time you use the board,
“warm up” with this exercise.

History and Benefits of the Bongo Board

The Bongo Board gained popularity in the 1960’s as an off-season device for surfers and skiers.
Now the Bongo Board has been transformed into an affordable and fun balance/training device
that offers a great workout for fitness enthusiasts everywhere. From the original patent, Fitter
International Inc. is marketing an updated version of the Bongo Board, manufactured for stability
and functional use for a variety of health and fitness needs.

The Bongo Board develops balance and coordination skills essential to most sports and daily
activities. The Bongo Board works by conditioning your muscles’ core stability and reflexes that
act upon the body's sense of equilibrium, allowing proper distribution of body weight. The Bongo
Board is one of the fundamental tools used by fitness professionals around the world to train their
students and clients for functional balance. Sports and fitness enthusiasts everywhere can now
enjoy the great benefits of the Bongo Board everyday!

The BoarDRocK
What is it?
The BoarDRocK is a versatile tool, its applications range from balance
and fitness exercises to practicing really tough boarding tricks. The
deck is made from rock solid 7-layer maplewood and measures 8"
wide by 31" long. The polyurethane spheres (like skateboard trucks)
offer a unique challenge and are affixed to the board with flexible
rubber mounts, which creates an even more dynamic skateboard-like
movement. The overall weight of the board is 4.75 lbs. – the same as
an average skateboard.

Who is it for?
Skateboarders, snowboarders, surfers, wakeboarders, or anyone else who wants better balance
and spinning skills. Skateboarders can practice virtually any trick they can do on a skateboard, all
year round, indoors or out. 

What can I do with it?
The moves that can be performed range from basic to extremely advanced. Your imagination is
the only limit to what you can do on your BoarDRocK. This booklet contains some ideas to get
you "Drocking". Maneuver the board forward and backward in various ways to improve your
dynamic balance. Try spinning and rotating on the board for more challenge, or even harder yet,
close your eyes! Improve your current tricks, and invent new ones. Challenge your upper body by
attempting push-ups on a BoarDRocK.

Starting Out

Once you are able to stand on the BoarDRocK and keep your balance you
may want to try some basic maneuvers. Walkingon the BoarDRocK is a
basic, yet challenging task. To walk, or “drock”, start out standing balanced
on the BoarDRocK facing the direction you want to travel. Pivot one end of
the board forward, and plant it on the ground, then pivot the back end
forward, and repeat. Try walking across a room without losing your balance. 

To increase your travel distance per pivot, make your first pivot 90 degrees,
and each pivot after 180 degrees. This will maximizethe possible amount of
distance for each pivot you take, but also increases the difficulty of staying
balanced. Once you’ve got that down, try walking backwards, or changing up
your angles of pivot to turn corners. Keep practicing, improving your mobility
on the BoarDRocK until you can easily move in any direction while
maintaining your balance.

Another basic maneuver to try is spinning. First you will need to be
able to balance the BoarDRocK on just one of the spheres. This is
called a Manual. Try staying balanced in a Manual for 5 full seconds.
Then try doing some spins, start out with 180’s and 360’s. Keep
practicing and see how many revolutions you can do!



Using the Rollers

We have sent you some Rollers with your BoarDRocK which allow you to do a lot more.
Please note that using the Rollers greatly increases the unpredictability of the
BoarDRocK.Use of the Rollers is recommended only for advanced
BoarDRocK users.Use extreme caution when using the Rollers and
use a spotter or railing and safety gear to prevent injury.

Bongo Rock/Boardslide: 
•Step up onto the board with equal weight on each foot.
•Using your hip, slowly shift your weight to one side allowing the

board to roll to one end.
•Shift weight to the opposite side to roll the other way.
•As you practice you’ll gain more control, and will be able to vary

the speed.
•Excellent practice for keeping your balance on a rail, and it’s a

lot better to bail on the carpet than down a set of stairs!

Ollie On/Off: 
•learn how to perform an Ollie (this is explained in the ‘Tricks’

section of this booklet). 
•Try to Ollie from the ground up onto the roller, or from the roller

onto the ground.

Spin Twist:
•While you are balanced on the roller with the BoarDRocK, try to

rotate the deck clockwise or counter-clockwise. 
•When the BoarDRocK is nearly parallel to the roller, spin the

opposite direction. 
•Start with smaller spins and as you gain confidence, try going

for bigger and longer spins.

Snowboard Sim:
•Set up the two mini rollers on the ground about the same

distance as the BoarDRocK’s spheres (about 16"-17")
•Walk up one of the spheres onto a mini roller, and then bring the

other sphere onto the other roller so that both spheres are on
mini rollers (as pictured at right).

•Try Ollieing off of the mini Rollers
•Attempt a 360º spin on one sphere. See if you can plant both

spheres back into the mini Rollers.

Obstacle Course:
•Use your imagination to set up the Rollers in creative ways and

try to make your way through an obstacle course.
•Challenge your friends to attempt doing courses you set up and

vice versa.

Common Mistakes:
•  Transferring Weight to the left side by pushing the left leg and foot. (Spotter should
watch for leg to straighten. Encourage bent knees. Shift the hip instead of pushing with the
foot)

•  Looking Down. The user should focus ahead into the horizon.

•  Holding Breath. Take long relaxed breaths.

•  Impatience. It takes several practices to get good on the board (as with anything in life, it
takes time). Keep in mind that you're not supposed to master it in 2 seconds. It is supposed
to be a challenge.

•  The Bongo Board could be dangerous if users do not take the time to learn how to
use it properly!

•  Please use common sense and expect the unexpected.

"Balance board training can improve your coordination as a runner and thus your
running economy, a key predictor of endurance performance. Balance boards
also increase the active strength of the muscles in your feet, ankles and legs,

enhancing your efficiency of running and lowering risk of injury."

- Running Research News

"A few minutes a day spent on a...Bongo Board eases muscle and joint pain, and
helps people improve their efficiency of movement."

- John Blievernicht, President,
Sports Health C.A.R.E., a Chicago Sports-Rehab Clinic

right wrong

Please note that using the Rollers greatly increases the unpredictability of the
BoarDRocK.Use of the Rollers is recommended only for advanced
BoarDRocK users.



Tricks
These tricks are for experienced riders. Take the roller out from under the
retention strap to perform these stunts.

Ollie: The ollie is the basic trick from which most other skateboard-style tricks
will build from. To perform an ollie, place your back foot on the kicktail of the
board and your front foot near the middle of the board, squat so you can spring
yourself up, then kick your back foot onto the ground and jump off of it. The
front end of the board will pop up and while you ascend with it, slide your front
foot forward to level out the board. Land. Practice until you can do it easily.
Once you’ve got that down, try these variations:

• Ollie from the ground onto the roller.
• Spin the roller by hand like a top (on a smooth surface it will spin for a while.)

Try to time your ollie to land on the roller.
• Start with the deck on the roller, touching the ground at one end.
• Start with the deck balanced and then ollie.
• If you own 2 boards, or a friend has one, ollie from one roller to the next.

Modified Basic: Place your feet at the same spacing as basic, only
parallel or angled to the deck, simulating a snowboard stance.

SideWinder: This works best on a hard surface. While moving length-
wise, leaning on your heels or toes will cause the board to move radially as
well. To sidewind forward, lean on your heels while rolling and push forward on
the end of the board travelling away from the roller. At the end of travel, pivot
the board and reverse directions. Repeat. This motion will "walk" you across
the room. Want even more challenge? To sidewind backwards, apply pressure
to your toes while rolling and pivot in the opposite direction.

Two Step: Place one foot central and parallel to the deck with the roller
directly beneath. Keep this foot stationary. Slowly roll back and forth using
your other foot to stay balanced by switching it from one end of the board to
the other.

Plank Walk: With the roller positioned against the bumper at one end,
stand with both feet  directly over the roller and parallel with the deck. Roll
very gradually while walking along the board, keeping your weight directly over the roller.

Crouch: Place both feet on one kicktail. Crouch down and place both
hands on the opposite kicktail. Make sure your hands stay on top. Roll back
and forth without letting the bumpers touch the ground.

Shuv-it: Skaters will know this one. In a basic stance positioned centrally over
the roller and balanced, jump up and spin the board by pushing with your toe
on one foot and the heel of the other foot. Don't turn your body. Land on the
board after it has spun 180˚. If you master that, go for 360˚, or try spinning
your body around 180˚ in the opposite direction that you spin the board. Tricks

These tricks are for experienced users. Be careful and take your time learning these difficult
maneuvers.

Ollie:The ollie is the basic trick from which most other skateboard-style tricks
will build from. To perform an ollie, place your back foot on the kicktail of the board
and your front foot near the middle of the board, squat so you can spring yourself up,
then kick your back foot onto the ground and jump off of it. The front end of the board
will pop up and while you ascend with it, slide your front foot forward to level out the
board. Land. Practice until you can do it easily.

Kickflip:Place your feet like you are doing an ollie, but slant your front foot just a
little. Crouch down and pop your board off the ground. Flick your front foot off the side
edge of the front kicktail, making it flip. Watch for the board to barrel roll 360º and try to
catch the top with your feet. Land and keep your balance on the board.

Pop Shuv-it:Start off with your feet placed on your board like your going to ollie.
As you pop an ollie up kick your back foot behind you and your board will rotate
inward. Make sure you keep both feet out of the way so the board can rotate
beneath you. Keep your shoulders and body straight, don't turn. As the board rises up
jump up with it, the harder you pop the higher your board will. Land square on your
board and stay balanced. 

Heelflip:Set up with your back foot on the tip of the tail and your front foot just behind the front
sphere with your toes hanging off the edge of the board. Keep your body straight–
your head should be directly above the center point between your feet. Squat
down keeping your head above your board and pop your board and jump with it

but don't throw your shoulders back as you go up. Right after your tail taps the
ground, kick your front foot forward with the heel in a diagonal direction (kick it out in

front of you, but also kick it forward). This helps to give you a flip that you can see and
catch easier. Don't lean back! Don't try to bail! Catch the board with your feet, push it

down and land.

Varial Flip: It is essential that you know the pop shove-it and kickflip before
attempting this trick. The best way to position your feet is with your back foot on
the toe edge of the tail, and with your front foot at about a 45º angle and your toe
on the heel edge. The whole process is simultaneous. Hit the tail,  push your back foot
to the heel edge like a pop shove-it. Slide your front foot forward and towards the edge,
flipping the board like a kickflip. Try to keep your feet out of the way while the board is
flipping around. Then when it has turned 180º and flipped, catch the board with your feet and
land.

Street Plant: First it might be a good idea to learn how to walk on your hands so that
your wrists will be used to having all of your weight on one of them. Once you have
mastered that, go forward with the rest of the trick. Standing balanced on the board, lean

down and plant your hand on the ground. At the same time you do that, you want to grab
the board with your other hand and start taking your feet off the board front foot first. Boost

off with your back foot and once inverted, pull your board back to where you want to stall at.
Bring your body and board down at the same time and keep your balance on the board.



Benefits of using the Bongo Board

Balance - Static and Dynamic for enhanced sport and fitness participation.

Postural Awareness - To correct inefficient body movements with little physical effort.

Proprioception - The body's internal mechanism for enhancing muscular movements that
then call upon 'memories' stored in the muscles, bones and connective tissues to repeat a
performance later on.

Kinesthetic Sense - Enhances ability to judge the position of your body in space.

Stability - Improve balance, reducing the risk of falls and injuries associated with various sports
and everyday activities.

Mobility - Retraining the body to move impulsively and freely without limitation.

Body Awareness - Learn via feelings/stimulus created by the board to instinctively be aware
of muscles, muscle groups and limbs as they work to stabilize the body.

Confidence - The direct result of learning body awareness through balance conditioning.

“When people understand how a simple concept like 'balance' added to any
fitness program can make big changes in mobility, performance and stamina,

everyone will be on the Bongo Board!”
Suzanne Nottingham, Balance Training Expert, 

California Governors Council on Physical Fitness & Sport.
IDEA World Fitness Instructor of the year - 2000

Spokesperson for the American Council on Exercise - ACE.

Visual Challenge:
To challenge your balance recovery ability, try the following exercises. Attempt only when a
high confidence level has been achieved on the Bongo Board.

1. Play with eyes open and eyes closed during exercises.

2. When eyes are opened, explore the balance challenge of gently moving the head and
neck up and down and then side to side.

3. To enhance performance try to stabilize the head, neck and upper body.

4. Focus vision ahead into the horizon, but soften your gaze to enhance the peripheral field
of vision. How far to the sides can you see while focusing ahead?

Skill Progression:
As you progress and gain confidence on your Bongo Board, you may like to try some tricks to
further enhance and develop your balance coordination. The next page has some explanations of
some of the more advanced tricks you can try.

Benefits of using the BoarDRocK

Leg Strength- Practicing with the BoarDRocK (which is the same weight as an average
skateboard) is a great workout for your legs, much like skateboarding or snowboarding. The more
you practice, the bigger pop you will be able to get on your tricks.The increased leg and ankle
strength will also reduce the risk of injuries.

Joint Stability- Be more stable and consistent when jumping and landing. The effects of
practicing with the BoarDRocK will carry over when you’re trying to Ollie that monster gap, or
conquer a huge stair set. 

Core Stability- BoarDRocK practice enhances your balance while performing any trick,
especially manuals, grinds and spins. Everyone will wonder what your secret is when you are
able to skate clean and flawlessly. 

Balance- Like skating on ridiculously loose trucks, doing a 50-50 Grind, or snowboarding,
using the BoarDRocK will increase your sense of balance and reduce the likelihood of bailing
when you’re going for that huge trick.

Coordination- Did you know that performing a basic Skateboard trick such as a kickflip
requires the use of virtually every muscle in your body? To crouch down, pop up into an ollie, flick
the board around in mid air with the tip of your front foot, lift your legs while the board barrel rolls,
catch the top of the board with your feet and stick the landing, takes amazing control and
coordination. Practicing these types of tricks will improve your coordination, which improves your
consistency.

Proprioception- Much like coordination, proprioception is basically your muscles’ability to
“remember” certain movements. For example, when you start out on your BoarDRocK you might
have trouble balancing. But once you have used it for a certain period of time, balancing on it
becomes a lot easier. This is a prime example of how your muscle memory (proprioception) is
enhanced through practicing on the BoarDRocK. You will likely notice the effects of enhanced
proprioception in pretty much any sport or activity.

Practice- As mentioned in the above points, the more your practice with the BoarDRocK, the
bigger carry over you will notice in your other boarding sports. The BoarDRocK offers safe
practice indoors or out, on and off-season. 

Fun- With all the skill and health benefits aside, playing with the BoarDRocK is just simply fun.
You don’t need to have any skateboarding skills to enjoy the wide range of things that you can do
on the BoarDRocK. If you do happen to have a repertiore of skate or snowboarding tricks up your
sleeve, the more advanced tricks are sure to keep you busy

Skill Progression:
As you practice and gain confidence on the BoarDRocK, you may like to try some tricks to further
enhance and develop your balance and coordination. The next page has some explanations of
some of the more advanced tricks you can try.




